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“It is not a matter of if but rather a matter of when an incident will happen. ” - Kathy Ricker

A Word from Team Member Management
Dear Team Members,
I hope this email finds you in good health!
In this edition, I would like to address some of the most common
inquiries that I get from Team Members.
Deployments: As most of you know, during your interview
I emphasise that, even if you have not deployed, you are still
important to Kenyon and our operations. I often hear from Team
Members that they are discouraged because they have not
deployed. I certainly understand those feelings because I know
in your heart you are anxious to get your boots on the ground
and help those who have just suffered a significant loss.
Please take this as a gentle reminder that response is not our
primary objective. If Kenyon is activated, that means there has
been a large loss of life. Please do not be discouraged. Take
advantage of the training and webinars when they are offered.
Read the newsletter to stay informed of the happenings at
Kenyon. In other words, stay engaged! It is not a matter of if but
rather a matter of when an incident will happen. The more you
are engaged with Kenyon the better prepared you will be when
the time comes and you are called upon to deploy.
Training Opportunities: The operations team has been working
diligently on creating new training material. You will read more
about the specifics in the operations update. All this new training
material will result in more topics related to crisis management
that will become available to Team Members. We are testing
the new KOLC at the present time and will release it as soon as
possible. We would much rather train you than deploy you!
Team Member Profile: I cannot stress enough the importance
of keeping your contact information current, your passports
updated and your professional licenses valid. If we cannot reach
you, we cannot deploy you. If you do not know how to access
your profile, please email me and I will send you instructions as
well as your log-in information.

COVID-19 Vaccinations: At present, it is not mandatory for Team
Members to get the COVID-19 vaccination. However, I would like
to request that if you have completed the COVID-19 vaccination,
please upload a copy of your vaccination card to your profile
or you can email it to me. Many countries will want proof of
vaccinations before entering. Therefore, if we have your card on
file, we will be able to mobilise Teams more efficiently at the
time of activation.
Thankfully, it appears that due to the vast dispensing of the
COVID-19 vaccination, we are inching our way back to a
reasonable level of normality. Many of us are still abiding by
restrictions and mandates, but it will not be long now for those
to be lifted. We need to hang in there for just a little longer!
Please be kind.
Warm Regards,

Kathy

Kathy Ricker
Team Member Manager
Kathy joined Kenyon in 2015 and is responsible
for the recruitment and on-boarding of new
Team Members, maintaining their contact
and license information and ensuring that
they have all the information needed for
immediate deployment.

Operational Update

By: Ultan Kenny, Kenyon Senior Director, Operations

Equipment and Supplies

Incidents

A considerable amount of effort has been made by the team,
led by Operations Specialist Natalie Fairchild and Operations
Manager Iwan Witt, in replenishing and reorganising
warehouse stock. The equipment and supplies are a vital part
of any incident deployment.

United Kingdom, Personal Effects (PE)
Kenyon’s relationship with various UK Police forces has led to a
steady stream of PE processing. Crimes, accidents and terrorist
events create many personal tragedies, and often leave victims’
PE requiring restoration. Team Members often conduct this
work but recently, a number of items have necessitated
specialist skills of a network of local trade partners. Finding the
right mix of skills and experience is not easy, but fortunately
our Clients have been very pleased with results.
East Africa, Terror Attack

Completed Mortuary and Personal Effects Kits.

Our Disaster Victim Identification Folders, which contain forms
used in Kenyon Response and with INTERPOL, were also in
need of an update.
Folders:

March saw a resurgence of terrorist activity in Mozambique;
this time in the town of Palma in Cabo Delgado. The area has
significant oil and gas operations which have been a target for
terrorists. A company supporting infrastructure and logistics
activated Kenyon to help with crisis communications when
seven staff members were reported missing. Kenyon helped
with external and internal communications, as well as liaising
with family, media and UK authorities. Two staff members have
been found, one confirmed dead and four are still missing.

• Humanitarian (Blue) Folder – contains details of families
and relationships to Person Directly Affected (PDA)
• Ante-Mortem (Yellow) Folder – contains details of the
individual prior to the incident
• Post-Mortem (Pink) Folder – forms related to the individual
post the incident, used primarily in the mortuary and
subsequent processes
We are pleased to share that Humanitarian Services Manager
Otibho Edeke-Agbareh, with the help of some local Team
Members, has completed the update and assembly of the
folders.

Training
There are a number of training related projects underway,
reflecting the various needs of our Clients.
An update of the material used in our in-person training courses
was already underway, supported by a number of Associates.
The first few courses are approaching sign-off and we hope to
launch these in the coming months.
One of the most significant projects relates to online training.
Kenyon is currently developing a suite of new self-guided,
online crisis management courses. These new courses,
alongside our previous Team Member courses, will make up
the Kenyon Online Learning Centre (KOLC).
The update to the KOLC meant we had to temporarily take the
Team Member courses offline, but we hope to reinstate access
to Team Members this month.
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Palma Beach provided an escape route for many fleeing the attack.

Sweden, Airline Incident
An aircraft incident led to a Client activating Kenyon to provide
mental health support to their crew. Such activations are
becoming more frequent, with Clients recognising the impact
of events on their crew members.

Ultan Kenny is Kenyon’s Senior Director,
Operations. He is responsible for
maintaining the operational readiness of
Team Members, equipment, procedures,
logistics and the management of incidents.
Ultan has worked globally in the aviation
industry for 35 years. He is an expert in
emergency response and contingency
planning.
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The Kenyon Team: Emergency Response Plans
By: Ehab Abu Hilwa, Team Member Regional Coordinator, Middle East
No company is immune to an accident. With a good proven
response plan, the organisation has an excellent chance to
negate some of the negative aspects of an accident.

Ehab Abu Hilwa, is the Team Member Regional
Coordinator in the Middle East, he specialises
in Aviation Emergency Response Planning and
resides in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. He has been
instrumental in recruiting qualified and skilled
Team Members in his region.

An Emergency Response Plan (ERP) will endeavour to manage
major mishaps involving any emergency affecting normal
operations, in an efficient and expeditious manner. It will
ensure timely humanitarian assistance and compliance to all
relevant laws and regulations.
Each organisation needs to establish its own ERP based on
the size and complexity of the organisation. This plan should
enable the organisation to handle emergencies in a systematic
and organised manner. Such emergencies include aircraft
accidents, missing aircraft, terror attacks, natural disasters or
any other situations which require the activation of an ERP.
To establish an effective ERP, you need to review the
normal operation and structure of the organisation, the
communication process within the organisation, the
coordination plan with external entities, the main roles and
responsibilities during emergency activation through very
clear guidance and checklists for all emergency teams, and
sufficient training (internal & external) for all members who
manage and handle the crisis.

We appreciate his dedication and service to
Kenyon.

To ensure you have an effective ERP, you need to conduct
ERP exercises on a regular basis to test the functionality and
readiness of the current procedure as well as identify its weak
points and improve them.
All management members must realise the importance of
the ERP and how it needs to be maintained, reviewed and
practiced regularly. Exercises should be seen as actual cases
which need immediate action.

Team Member Spotlight: The Gents of Sandwell
“We would like to extend our gratitude and appreciation to
Derek Forest, Dave Fothergill, Martin Guest and David Lester.” - Kathy Ricker
When the surge of COVID-19 infections started to increase in 2021, Kenyon activated to support the re-installation of a
temporary morgue. These gentlemen successfully manned the facility while maintaining full COVID compliance and supporting
the decedents and family members with dignity and respect. Below are the perspectives from Derek Forest and David Lester of
managing this operation.

T

he mothballing of this facility for a second time now brings
to an end current operational use of the facility. I know
that both myself and Dave Lester speak on behalf of Martin
Guest and Dave Fothergill to say that it has been an absolute
pleasure to be involved in this important project during such
difficult times.
The facility has not only provided a very professional solution
to the issues of managing excess deaths in the West Midlands
and Warwickshire jurisdictions, but it has demonstrated the
commitment to providing respect and dignity to both the
deceased and their families.

Will the facility ever re-open? That is the million-dollar
question but in its current state we can rest assured that
should it be required again in the future it is in a fit state
to re-commence operations in a very short timescale, as
demonstrated in February 2021.
Keep safe and thank you again.
Regards,
Derek Forest O.B.E
David Lester

Many important lessons have been learned during this
exercise which need to be captured and documented into any
future response solutions.
We would like to thank Kenyon management, in particular
Victoria Hardwidge, for the opportunity to be involved in this
venture and for the support provided throughout.
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Personal Effects: What Recovering the Dead Teaches
Me About Caring for the Living
We are pleased to announce the upcoming release of Kenyon
Chairman Robert A. Jensen’s memoir. Expected publication
date is 28th September 2021, but pre-ordering is available.

Excerpt:
There are always shoes. No matter what the event—earthquake,
flood, accident, fire, or bombing—the shoes are everywhere.
Sometimes they are still attached; other times they are not.
Sometimes, they contain a foot—or part of a foot—because
the dead are often separated not just from their clothes, but
from their own extremities.
There are always treasures, too. In the case of Swissair Flight
111, insurers searched the bottom of the Atlantic for literal
treasure: more than ten pounds of diamonds, rubies, and
other precious stones that had been lying in the cargo hold
alongside an original Picasso and 50 kilos of paper money.
But the treasures I look for are far more valuable. They are
the personal treasures: wedding rings, heirloom watches, and
eyeglasses; passports and pictures, journals, books, toys and
favorite clothes that offer tangible proof people exist—or at
least existed once—and were loved. They are the reminders of
lives lived, the last glimpses of the people we knew, how they
lived and how they died.

PRE-ORDER NOW

Is Your Team Member
Profile Up-to-Date?
Thank you to everyone who has taken the time to
update their profile! The Team Member portal is
really proving to be an effective way to manage such
a large database of incredible talent.
Please continue to keep your profile updated and
pay attention to the details. The piece of information
that is often overlooked is providing your emergency
contact. Providing us with an emergency contact will
help us take care of you in case of emergency while
deployed.

Have you followed us yet?
Join the conversation!

/Kenyoninternational

@Kenyonmembers
@Kenyon_tweets

The portal for existing Team Members can be found
here.
Please note the My Portal Login on the Kenyon homepage is
designated for Clients. Please do not attempt to log in to here.
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Kenyon Donates to the National Museum of
Funeral History
Kenyon’s Houston team had the privilege of donating a
portable embalming machine to the National Museum of
Funeral History. The donation was facilitated by Team Member
Burnell Hines who, alongside Director, Operations Keri Griffith,
hand delivered the historical piece to the museum.
The National Museum of Funeral History, which opened in
1992, contains a collection of artefacts and relics that aim to
educate the public and preserve the heritage of death care. The
Museum, located in Houston, Texas, is home to the country’s
largest collection of funeral service artefacts and features
renowned exhibits on one of man’s oldest cultural customs.
For its hallmark exhibit, Celebrating the Lives and Deaths of the
Popes, the Museum collaborated with the Vatican to highlight
the ceremonies surrounding papal funerals. As of October
2020, the museum has a presidential exhibit, including
Abraham Lincoln’s Death Mask.

Breach of Contract Reminder
Speaking to the media is strictly forbidden. A breach of this nature can cause undue
harm to our families and our Clients.
Refer to Clause 6 in the Team Member contract: “Do not write letters, papers or articles
on any matters relating to membership of Kenyon without prior written permission
from Kenyon. Please be aware that before you publish any documents that contain
reference to Kenyon it must be reviewed and approved by our leadership team.”
This is also true of any posts or groups you may form on social media. You cannot use
the Kenyon logo or any other form of Kenyon branding without permission. A media
breach is subject to termination, so please ask for permission first!
Please email tminfo@kenyoninternational.com, if you wish to submit a request for
permission or if you have any questions.
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WELCOME
NEW TEAM MEMBERS

On behalf of everyone at Kenyon, “Welcome!”

Alex Fairchild		

UK

Hayley Stainton		

China

Ana Antunes		

Canada

Kali Georgiou		

UK

Athenea Cramer		

South Africa

Kelly Iliohan			

New Zealand

Bhavani Krishnasamy

Singapore

Patricia Jaeger		

UK

Branca de Almeida		

Portugal

Peter Roberts		

Australia

Carolina Ferreira		

Brazil

Raul Manarte		

Portugal

Chetan Bairagi 		

India

Shawna Rhodes		

US

Chris Coffey 		

UK

Stephanie Qiao		

Australia

Claire Burrows		

UK

Susana Gouveia		

Portugal

Francesca Hardy		

UK

Sydnee Kimmel		

US

Gary Platts			

UK

Wilbur Lloyd			

US

Contact:
Americas +1 281 872 6074
Europe +44 1344 316 650
Middle East and Africa +961 1 609 839

Follow us for more
Kenyon updates:
www.Kenyoninternational.com

